Veros Disaster Data

The Property & Portfolio Insight You Need When Natural Disasters Strike
It’s not a matter if a natural disaster strikes, but rather when. And how prepared is your business and
your customers to persevere through the consequences resulting from the natural disaster? With Veros
Disaster Data, you will gain the property and portfolio insight on the likely impact of the disaster to help
you to emerge strong post-disaster.
Veros Fills the FEMA Gaps to Pinpoint Properties Likely Impacted
When disaster strikes – be prepared with the parcel-level information on how much – if at all –
a specific property and your portfolio is impacted by a hurricane, wildfire, earthquake, flood or other
disasters. Having access to this property level disaster provides you with a distinct advantage. When
natural disasters strike, FEMA declares “disaster areas” to help speed assistance to impacted homeowners.
But disaster area designations cover entire counties and flag every property in them, even though the
disaster may have affected a small portion of properties. Sorting through the fog of disaster to get to the
actual properties impacted results in loan-funding delays and necessitates costly property inspections
at the portfolio level.
The Veros Disaster Data Advantage
Veros Disaster Data solution reports disaster
impact at the parcel level, quickly leveraging
geospatial data to map a core disaster polygon
and surrounding buffer zone.
It then locates the impacted properties within
the polygon by lot boundary, zip code, and
by physical address. So, you’ll know exactly
which properties are likely impacted.

And armed with this information, you will have the insight you need to:
• Identify potentially damaged and high-risk properties
• Prioritize property inspections based on their location to the core and buffer zone of the disaster.
• Accelerate clear-to-close time for unimpacted properties in the flagged disaster area counties
• Base risk-based decisions on the most current disaster status information
• Enhance borrower/homeowner relations by proactively identifying at-risk loans and rapidly initiating
contact
• Maintain compliance with GSE disaster policy regulations
Three Ways to Access Veros Disaster Data:
VeroSELECT™

VeroVALUE AVM / Portfolio

Match & Append

Through VeroSELECT, the one valuation SaaS for all your property
valuation needs, you can instantly
order a VeroVALUE AVM which
includes a property level indication if the property is located in a
recent disaster area.

Choose VeroVALUE AVM for a
specific property indication of
potential disaster impact, or evaluate your entire portfolio with
VeroVALUE Portfolio.

With Match & Append, Veros will
take your data file of property
addresses and append both a
VeroVALUE AVM as well as an indicator of each property and it’s
location within the core area of
the disaster, or in the immediate
buffer around the core.

When Disaster Strikes…
How Strong is Your Portfolio? Veros Knows. Now You Can Too.
Plus, once you discover if a property is within the actual disaster area and may be affected, you will want to
know if any actual damage occurred. A VeroPHOTO+™ property condition report (PCR) is the perfect solution to obtain your eyes on a property condition and value.
Don’t wait for a natural disaster to strike. Veros is prepared to help you today.
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